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Since I wasn’t allowed to move my head or upper body at all, I was watching my toes wiggle a
little dance in my sneakers while I sang, in my head, the song that the Typewriter Guy used to
sing on Sesame Street. Nooooney, Noooney, Nooney, Noo... T. Toes. I chuckled a little. I was in
the middle of getting a cranial MRI scan and was watching my toes do their little dance in my
sneakers in the angled mirror that I think was supposed to make me feel less claustrophobic. I
just thought it was handy for keeping an eye on my toes while they wiggled and danced to the
song I sang in my head. I’m guessing that’s not what the company who designed the MRI
machine really had in mind, but I wasn’t worried about it. A sudden movement in the smoked
glass window beyond my feet caught my eye. The silhouette in the control room was pointing
and gesturing at something. There were quickly other shadows that came over to gather around
and see what had attracted the first silhouette’s attention. My song faded off into nothing and my
toes stopped dancing as the profile of a man wearing a tie came into view and started pointing
and gesturing as well. This can’t be good, I thought. Pointing and gesturing during medical tests
like an MRI is generally bad, even if it’s just pointing done by silhouettes and shadows. Little did I
know what the future held in store for me.

"Karinthy’s book is, to my mind, a masterpiece. We are inundated now with medical memoirs,
both biographical and autobiographical–the entire genre has exploded in the last twenty years.
Yet even though the technology may have changed, the human experience has not, and Journey
Around My Skull, the first autobiographical description of a journey inside the brain, remains one
of the very best.” --Oliver Sacks (from the Introduction)“The first patient’s-eye-view account of a
brain operation in medical history…remarkable.” –Time“The London Evening Standard called A
Journey Round My Skull…an extraordinary book. The New Statesman and Nation called it a
very remarkable book. The Spectator an unusual and extremely interesting book. The Glasgow
Herald a terrible and marvelous book. The British Medical Journal a book of the highest value.
This chorus of praise is not too strong…A Journey Round My Skull is a document that few other
men would have written and that no reader will easily forget.” –The New York Times“Here is a
book of surpassing interest and power…Written with utmost clarity and candor, Karinthy’s
account of his illness and operation is a compelling, unique achievement which needs no
artifice…the patient’s narrative holds the reader in a spell.” –Los Angeles Times“Pirandello could
not have written it better…a triumph of writing, a very remarkable book.” –The New Statesman“It
would be impossible to read anything so moving, so frightening or so exciting…a terrible and
marvelous book. It will be treasured by the courageous reader for its beauty, its poetry and its
revelation of an experience that happily comes to few men.” –John O’London’s Weekly“A
remarkable subject, and the book is as remarkable as its subject. Not a touch of morbidity



adheres to the story…indeed an extraordinary book.” –The Evening Standard“This unusual and
extremely interesting book…as well as being a brilliantly imaginative record of an illness, the
book is also a very revealing autobiography.”–The Spectator"Karinthy was a magnificent parodist
and a ruthless but never pompous social critic. His poetry was a mixture of carefully polished,
effectively classicist and broadly-rolling, Whitmanesque verse." –Adam Makkai“Karinthy gives a
minute description of his ‘skull,’ a description that covers both the physical and psychological…
but he also incorporates his readings (Thomas Mann’s Joseph and his Brethern, Scott’s account
of his journeys to the South Pole, Jules Verne’s Michel Strogoff) and a variety of philosophical
musings…What a pleasure to sit down with a witty, urbane, eminently well educated human
being, to bask in his presence as he recounts to you something of vital importance to him. We
could do with a few more Karinthys nowadays.” –The Hungarian QuarterlyA “brilliant humorist
and prose-writer.” –The Independent [UK]“[Karinthy] possesses the sharp and biting satire of
Voltaire; the provocative doubt of Shaw; the poetic fantasy of Maeterlinck. Karinthy is a universal
literary genius: playwright, humorist, poet, novelist, critic, essayist, literary caricaturist, etc…He
has that rare ability of our own Charlie Chaplin, in that whatever he attempts to do, he can make
us feel that he is a genius.” –Los Angeles Times“This book is both a human document and a
piece of authentic literature, not devoid of humor.” –The New York TimesAbout the AuthorFrigyes
Karinthy (1887—1938) was a Hungarian author, playwright, poet, journalist, and translator. He
was the first proponent of the six degrees of separation concept in his 1929 short story,
L‡ncszemek (Chains). Karinthy is known in English for his novellas Voyage to Faremido and
Capillaria. Father of Ferenc Karinthy, he remains one Hungary’s most popular writers.Oliver
Sacks practices neurology in New York City. His books include Awakenings, Uncle Tungsten,
and The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat.
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S &amp; L Smith, “No, it’s not cancer, it’s just a brain tumor. I enjoyed reading this book because
I also had an acoustic neuroma. My journey was different but I also have a new normal. It is
interesting to read about other people’s journeys with the lovely AN we had. I am on the AN
Facebook page. When my surgery was coming up, I made friends with a couple people who had
surgery coming up soon after mine. I am still in contact with both, 8.5 years later. I also found out
a very close friend had an AN removed 6 months after I did. Amazing!The book is written in a
very conversational style. It is easy to read. I cringed when he described the CSF leak. I knew
exactly what had happened & was extremely surprised on 2 counts. One, my doctors wouldn’t
release me from the hospital until I had a bowel movement. Two, I had been well warned about a
fluid leak and what to watch for. Eek!I am very impressed with the recovery and how well the
author is doing. My new normal includes 24/7 vertigo, loss of taste and smell and a very tears
left eye. A sliver of my tumor had to be left on my facial nerve or I would have lost all the
movement forever on left side of my face. My doctors decided to leave a sliver. After 8 years, it
has only grown to 2mm. I don’t run, I don’t do well in crowds, I don’t walk quickly because, at
best, it is like walking on jello.Thank you for writing this book. I had fun reading it, seeing the
differences in approaches and recoveries. Good job!”

carouzer, “A tale of illness and resilience that has much to teach us all. The author gives us a
candid, personal look into a world most of us will, hopefully, never experience. A young man in
his prime goes to the doctor for a stuffy ear and winds up undergoing a horrendous, complex
brain surgery for a tumor that, left unchecked, most likely would have killed him. Miller's
powerful account chronicles his shock at his original diagnosis, his fight through a rocky
recovery and his success at ultimately living with permanent hearing loss and learning to cope
with and ultimately embrace his "new normal." And it also recounts the impact his illness had on
his wife and close friends, and how their love and support helped him deal with his diagnosis,
surgery, convalescence and his quest to rebuild his life and health.Miller recounts his
experiences with candor, humor and a healthy dash of self-deprecation. Beyond being a simple
tale of a man's journey back from the brink, it gives the reader a road map for compassion--
insights into the small things we can do for ailing friends, family members and even total
strangers that can mean so much as they cope with serious, life-changing events.Miller's tale is
well-written and insightful.  It is a "walk a mile in my shoes" story that has much to teach us all.”

Luwana, “Understanding a Man's journey who had a brain tumor. This is an excellent book. My
sister was diagnosed with the same type of brain tumor and asked me to read this book which I
did. Then I explained it to her and it helped me understand what she will be going through. It
takes about 20% to read before the story becomes fast paced. I highly recommend to anyone
wanting to understand the journey of someone with this type of brain tumor. The author keeps it



real and he's entertaining while giving good information of his needs, expectations, and process.
Great help to me in helping my sister.”

Karen, “Helped me understand what my husband is going thru. I was a ccu nurse for many years
before changing careers . I thought I knew what I was getting into. I had no idea.this book
provided support for me during the early stages of my husbands recovery .”

Stephanie Ki, “Good Read for anyone facing a health issue.. I found the story of his journey to be
well written and engaging. It was of special interest to me as acoustic neuroma is a possibility in
my life. I would say anyone facing a "scary" diagnosis should give it a read. The author very
ably tells us that we need to advocate for our selves when able and have others do so for us
when we cannot. The story provides perspectives that we might not otherwise consider when it
comes to our health.  Thank you C. Michael Miller for being brave enough to share your story.”

SB, “Real-life experience with a harrowing medical condition. Diagnosis: Brain Tumor - My
Acoustic Neuroma Story is a first-hand account of a man's experience with a rare brain tumor.
The author takes us into the mind of someone who has received a dire diagnosis, and does so in
a very real and honest manner. He not only shows courage, but he shows us those moments
when there's not a whole lot of courage, too, which is what makes this an incredible read. I highly
recommend this book for anyone that has been through any type of medical illness/emergency,
and those who haven't, too.”

lovedfrance, “Speaks my language!. Loved his dry sense of humor and totally appreciated how
the author/survivor came back to tell us the reality of how hard this whole thing is. Just the right
amount of wit and raw honesty. I am inspired to "pick a goal" for myself again for after my
surgery.Definitely recommend to those facing acoustic nueroma and their loved ones. Thank you
for sharing your story!”

Tonia K. Abrams, “Excellent story of the author's journey!. After being diagnosed with an
Acoustic Neuroma, I wanted answers. I needed to know what to expect, the reality of it, and as
much accurate information as possible. C. Michael Miller did an awesome job recreating his own
experience in this book. Reading his book really opened my eyes to the importance of recovery
and an awesome support system. This is a great read if you or someone you care about has or
knows someone who has an Acoustic Neuroma.”

J. L. Alexander, “Well written, good read.. Having also had an Acoustic Neuroma I was searching
the Internet for some answers. In Michael's book I found some, but as this tumour affects us all
differently I was interested in his brave account of his 'travels' & search for the best treatment.
His description of his CSF leak horrified me because as a nurse, I knew what he was describing
& the fact that it was not recognised I found disturbing. I also found it interesting that he had no



major balance issues. I would probably fall off of a bike, & as for sailing, I hate to think. As
Michael said in an email to me, not enough research is done in this area, probably because it is
benign. Nonetheless less your life will never be the same as you used to know it following the
diagnosis.i fortunately do not know anyone else who has had one but I have found comfort in
reading of others trials. This book was a well written account of this life changing event which is
easily read in a day.”

SY, “Five Stars. Good to read another person's experience of being diagnosed with one of these”

The book by C Michael Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 29 people have provided feedback.
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